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Tunde Adeniran is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Political Science at the 
University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He is co-editor of International Violence (1981) 
and has written many articles on issues relating to international peace and 
security. Dr. Adeniran is currently involved in a research project on crisis 
management and conflict resolution. 
Aurthur Aughey is Lecturer in Politics at Ulster Polytechnic, Belfast, Northern 
Ireland. He is part of a project team studying Northern Ireland under Direct 
Rule and is currently writing a book on Northern Ireland in the European 
Economic Community. He has also written widely on Conservative Party 
politics. 
Richard A. Gabriel is Professor of Politics at Saint Anselm College, Man-
chester, New Hampshire. A Major in the US Army Reserve, he served in Viet-
nam and later on the staff of the Supreme Allied Commander of NATO. Dr. 
Gabriel also graduated from the Army Advanced Intelligence School and fills 
an intelligence position at the Pentagon. He is co-author of Crisis in Command 
(1978) and has recently published studies of military ethics, the Soviet military, 
and the US Army. 
Brian Grosman, QC, partner in Greenglass and Grosman, Toronto, was 
formerly Professor of Law at the University of Saskatchewan and founding 
chairman of the Saskatchewan Law Reform Commission. He is a graduate of 
the University of Toronto, Osgoode Hall Law School and McGill University. 
His published works include The Prosecutor: An Inquiry into the Exercise of 
Discretion: Police Command: Decisions and Discretion; and New Directions in 
Sentencing, as well as many articles. 
Colin Mcllheney is Research Officer in the Education Development Centre at 
Ulster Polytechnic and was formerly a Thouron Fellow at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He has acted as analyst for Ulster Television in programmes 
covering the role of the American administration in relation to the Northern 
Ireland situation. He has published many articles on aspects of crime and eco-
nomic policy in Northern Ireland. 
Calvin A. Woodward is Professor of Political Science at the University of New 
Brunswick. In 1979-80 he was University Fellow at Rhodes University, South 
Africa. Dr. Woodward has written extensively on the politics of British 
Commonwealth nations and South Africa. 
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